
DESCRIBE YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT CONTRUBITION TOWARDS

A job interview is not the time to be modest or to sell yourself short. When hiring managers ask interview questions such
as â€œWhat is the most significant.

There are many ways you could potentially contribute to the company. Collaborate with the teammates and
prove that you are one of the assets of the organization and the company will have to think twice if they lose
your services. And given a chance, if a candidate speaks about the contribution to the profit of the company,
the HR understands that the objective of the candidate matches with the goals of the company. Be specific
when explaining these contributions. Use your research to tailor your answer. This question gives you an
opportunity to explain what makes you stand out among all the other candidates and how you will be an asset
to that particular company. These improvements may not be quantifiable with hard data, in which case it's fine
to refer to them by observation. People who can list additional contributions over and above their daily tasks
will impress at a performance appraisal or job interview and enhance their career prospects significantly.
Think about the industry events, conferences and recruiting events you've attended and mention how you
spread the word about your organization. Example: I implemented a two-hour time limit for returning
customer phone calls. Use data. The store also did not have any social media presence- so I set up a Facebook
page and Twitter account for the store and posted regularly. One main thing that most of us do not understand
is that when the interviewer asks such a tricky question, he mainly observes how the candidate handles the
situation. Read below for tips on how to answer the question, as well as sample answers. Interviewers ask
questions like this to assess how well you understand the job responsibilities, as well as what you know about
the company. It is essential that you need to connect your answer to the company goals. Define your moral
attitude: In modern days, the basic key to the growth of the company depends upon the attitude of its
employees. Even highlight your extracurricular activities which may give fame to your company when you
will be associated with them as an employee. My sales background, along with my ability to plan ahead, will
help facilitate that growth. Possible Follow-Up Questions What are your strengths and weaknesses? Examples
of the Best Answers I can contribute my ability to streamline office processes. What Benefits Can You Bring
to the Company: The employer always looks for candidates who can be an asset for their organization. Relate
Your Past Accomplishment to What You Can Do at This Company: Whatever contribution you choose to
discuss as part of your answer- you need to ensure it is relatable to the company you want to work for. I can
bring not only my ideas from my previous job, but my general passion for innovation to your organization. Be
positive and reiterate your interest in the company, as well as the job. You need to be very specific and match
your aspirations with the skills you have. The following tips will let you prepare in different ways to answer
the same repeated question. So to provide a convincing and appropriate answer to this question, keep these
points in mind. But your answer shall be different from all. Let your interviewer know that you have the
required skills to be selected for the job. Bring your passion, your hard work and potential on the table. A
candidate has a very good opportunity to show that he is a tech-savvy and can contribute his skills for the
company by making the company switch over from manual to automatic systems wherever possible. Past
examples show employers the kind of work you will likely do for them. Find a cheaper solution? Use this
information to answer this question by incorporating your skills and traits along with it. Did you raise a certain
amount of funds for an organization? Did you make a record-breaking number of sales? Highlight the strong
points of the company in your answer: Every company has some strength and strong points. It is taught in your
profession to work for the company and build long-lasting relations with the company as well as its members.
A fundamental attitude of the employee should be to work hard and adapt to the working environment.
Thoroughly review the job description and underline the things you have done well, or enjoyed doing, in a
current or previous role. What Can You Bring to the Company? My organizational and time-management
skills will come in handy throughout the new phase of sales at this company. Use Data.


